Pressure change and gas mixing induced by oscillations in a closed system.
In an attempt to delineate some mechanical behaviors found in branching airways, pressure transmission, gas motion, and mixing were studied during high-frequency oscillation (HFO) in an idealized system consisting of a large straight tube and a rigid sphere linked together by a small straight tube. Depending on the frequency f, and on the unsteadiness dimensionless parameter alpha, pressure amplitude in the large tube is either strongly attenuated or amplified in the sphere. This finding may provide a theoretical basis for the pressure resonance phenomenon observed in the lung by previous investigators. Gas compression in the closed volume causes convective mixing throughout the system. The measured dispersion was found to be proportional to f(VT/A)2, in agreement with a recent report. However, bulk convective mixing was sufficient to explain the dispersion for oscillatory volumes (VT) as small as 80 percent of the small tube volume, as has been previously suggested.